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Topicality of the research: The inadequate elaboration of the issues of
application of the mechanisms of public-private partnership and tools for the
development of the sanatorium and resort complex of Russia in order to ensure its
effective, economically safe development determines the relevance of the research
topic.
Objective: The goal of the research is to analyze and find ways to improve
the interaction of the state and business in the interests of socio-economic
development and improve the economic security of the Russian resort and
sanatorium complex using the mechanism of public-private partnership.
Tasks:
- to study the basic theoretical and methodological aspects of the socioeconomic development of the sanatorium complex and its economic security;
- to conduct an analysis of the general development trends and the state of
economic security of the sanatorium and resort complex of Russia;
- to reveal modern features and problems of interaction of the state and
business in the sanatorium complex; - to study successful practices of improving
the economic safety of a sanatorium resort using public-private partnership
mechanisms;
- suggest ways to improve the mechanisms for increasing the
competitiveness and investment attractiveness of the domestic sanatorium and
resort complex, as a necessary condition for improving its economic security;

propose measures to improve the state support for the development of the
sanatorium and resort complex in order to ensure its economic security.
Theoretical and practical significance of the research: Theoretical
significance of the research is that the provisions formulated in the work can
theoretically serve as a complement to the theory of the conjugation of interests of
interaction between the state and business in the interests of socioeconomic
development and improving economic security sanatorium and resort complex of
Russia. The practical importance of the study is determined by the fact that its
main provisions and conclusions have a practical focus and can be used in the
system of public administration at both the federal and regional levels in the
development and improvement of subprograms for the development and
enhancement of the economic safety of the sanatorium complex, mechanisms of
public-private partnership.
Results of research: The conducted researches testify to the necessity of
correcting the measures for the implementation of state policy and state programs
aimed at the development of the sanatorium complex, since the effective
development of the sanatorium complex is not possible without state support,
investment investments, and how consequence, interaction of authorities and
management with business structures.
Recommendations: Effective interaction of power and the sanatorium
complex is possible through the implementation of the following forms and types
of state support for the industry: subsidizing the interest rate on loans received by
the organizations of the sanatorium and resort complex; subsidizing expenditures
for the development of the material and technical base; support of investment
projects using the mechanism of public-private partnership by executive bodies of
state power; reimbursement of property tax, in connection with the transition to
levying land and property taxes on cadastral valuation.

